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Chemical functionalization of silicene can be devised to tune the intrinsic properties for optoelectronic
applications of this material, as well as for optimizing the interface formed by ultrathin Si and a substrate.
This work is focused on the (2

√
3×2

√
3)R30◦ phase of silicene grown on Ag(111), and the adsorption of

H or F atoms, at half and full coverage, is simulated within density functional theory. The optical response
is constructed through the independent particle–random-phase approximation and analyzed thoroughly. The
connection between the electronic structure and the features in the optical absorption and reflection is therefore
investigated in order to highlight either the role of the adatoms or the effect of the metallic surface. As
the coverage is increased, the silicene phases are effectively decoupled from Ag by H or F adatoms and the
freestanding properties of the corresponding systems are recovered, for which a coverage-dependent band gap
is opened in the states of the overlayer. However, despite being effectively decoupled from the substrate, the
properties of functionalized silicene do not show the peculiar characteristics expected from the ideal freestanding
Si layer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After the discovery of graphene [1], the unveiling of some
of its interesting properties, as for example the high charge-
carrier mobility [1,2], the fundamental optical conductivity
[3–5], or the opportunity to deal with topological states [5,6],
started the search for similar materials. Such an impulse led
to intense research for compounds sharing the atomically
thin honeycomb structure within group-IV elements, so-called
Xenes [7–9]. Among those, great interest has been attracted
by silicene [10] which would potentially be more compati-
ble in Si-based optoelectronic technology. In its freestanding
(FS) configuration, several properties of silicene have been
thoroughly investigated by first-principles methods: geometry
and stability [11], electronic [11–13] and optical [14–16]
properties, and quantum effects [17,18]. The synthesis of a
honeycomb layer of Si retaining the desired properties is
still debated. In fact, despite the large number of materials
available as support for silicene growth [7], a characteristic
fingerprint of a two-dimensional honeycomb arrangement
has not been unequivocally detected in experiments, despite
promising results for silicene grown on dielectric surfaces
[19,20].

Focusing on the Ag(111) surface, which is among the first
and most investigated ones, scanning tunneling microscopy
along with low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) [21–23],
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Raman [24–26] and x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS)
[27] results suggest indeed the assembly of Si atoms into a
continuous silicene sheet, although into several phases [28].
However, looking into the electronic properties it is possible
to evince that Si atoms interact strongly with the substrate,
by showing charge transfer effects [27] in XPS and a non-
trivial hybridization of states in the band structure [22,29–32]
by experimental and simulated angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES). Concerning optical spectra, a strong
Si-Ag interaction has been further validated by experimental
and theoretical studies [33,34].

In this picture, further chemical functionalization of sil-
icene would help to investigate the nature of its interac-
tion with a substrate, but also how its properties could be
tuned for the fabrication of a device. Among the simplest
modifications, the adsorption of single H or F atoms has
been widely investigated from first-principles methods in the
FS case [35–41] and hydrogenated bilayer silicene proposed
for optoelectronic applications [42]. More recently, silicene
quantum dots embedded in silicane have been studied for
nanoscale magnetism [43]. These studies have addressed
several absorption configurations at different coverage. For
silicene epitaxially grown onto Ag(111), hydrogenation was
investigated for structures up to 1:2 (H:Si) ratio, named half-
silicane, where the adatoms decorate only one side of the
Si monolayer [44–47]. The formation of a stable phase has
been observed, where the adatoms stabilize the buckling of
Si atoms into more regular patterns, paving the way to an
ordered platform to further processing [48]. The interaction
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of silicene grown on Ag(111) with F adatoms, among other
cases, has been investigated at the level of electronic structures
in Ref. [49], although for a different phase, the (4×4) one and
a lower coverage. However, to the best of our knowledge, no
study reports the properties of full epitaxial silicane (1:1 ratio)
or the corresponding fluorinated cases, half-fluoro-silicane
and fluoro-silicane, respectively.

Various phases are formed by silicene on Ag(111), e.g.,
as reported in Ref. [50] and further analyzed by LEED
and ARPES in Ref. [29]. In this work we focus on the
(
√

7×√
7)/(2

√
3×2

√
3)R30◦ reconstruction. Indeed, such a

phase has been proved as a competitive one with respect
to the (4×4) phase [51,52] and it has also been prepared
as a pure phase not coexisting with other reconstructions
[24,53]. Additionally, it has been shown to form an ordered
half-silicane overlayer [45], whereas the (4×4) yields a 7:18
stoichiometry with lower symmetry [44]. Starting from the
pristine silicene, we consider its functionalization through
H or F atoms at half or full coverage, corresponding to a
stoichiometric ratio between Si and the adatoms of 2:1 and
1:1, respectively. We investigate the geometric and electronic
properties in the ground state, and simulate the dielectric
response in relation to optical spectroscopies: absorption and
surface differential reflectance spectra (SDRS). An in-depth
analysis of the effect of the interaction at the interface on the
electronic states at the surface, and their contribution to the
dielectric response, is also provided.

II. METHODS

We calculated the ground-state geometry and the electronic
wave functions through the density functional theory (DFT)
framework [54,55], using a generalized gradient approxima-
tion with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [56] exchange-correlation
functional. We accounted for the van der Waals interaction
by adding a pairwise force component in the form of the
Grimme-D2 term [57] everywhere but Ag-Ag pairs. We en-
forced periodic boundary conditions and a plane-waves basis
set as implemented in the QUANTUM ESPRESSO suite [58,59].
Norm-conserving, scalar-relativistic pseudopotentials have
been employed, with a kinetic energy cutoff of 86 Ry. We
obtain an Ag lattice constant a0 = 4.164 Å by fitting the bulk
energy-volume curve and construct an asymmetric slab with
five Ag layers, with the topmost two left free to relax. We
included a vacuum region of at least 14.5 Å to minimize the
interaction of the system with its replicas along the direction
perpendicular to the surface. We sampled the two-dimensional
reciprocal space of the surface supercell with an unshifted
6×6×1 k-point mesh [60], increased to 17×17×1 (31×31×1
for the FS cases) for calculating the electronic and the optical
properties. The slabs at all coverages have been constructed
with H and F atoms starting in the chairlike arrangement,
which is among the most stable configuration for the free-
standing case [36,37]. Moreover, such configuration is that
already observed during the growth of hydrogenated silicene
on Ag(111) [44,45,47].

The calculated wave functions have been therefore pro-
cessed using the YAMBO code [61] to extract the macroscopic
dielectric function εM. With the aim of simulating optical
excitations at normal incidence, we chose to work within the

independent-particle random-phase approximation (IP-RPA),
as previously validated in literature for either metallic [34] or
insulating substrates [20]. In this case, assuming atomic units,
the formula for the dielectric function reads [62]

εM(ω) = 1 + 16π

�

∑
c,v,k

WckWvk

εck − εvk

× |〈vk|p + i[r,VNL]|ck〉|2
(εck − εvk )2 − (ω + iγ )2

(1)

where � is the volume of the supercell, p is the momentum
operator, VNL is the nonlocal term of the pseudopotential,
and the εlk are the Kohn-Sham (KS) eigenvalues. The IP-
RPA approximation further allows us to separate valence and
conduction band contributions localized on different atoms
by including the relative weights Wlk of KS eigenstates lk
over specific system portions [33]. To calculate the dielectric
function, we restricted the cutoff for the plane-waves basis to
44 Ry.

For additional investigation of the contributions from pairs
of valence-conduction state transitions to optical properties
at a given energy ω, we sum the transition dipole moments
(extracted from the YAMBO code) corresponding to the condi-
tion εcvk ≡ εck − εvk ∈ (ω − σ, ω + σ ), where σ defines the
width of a small allowed energy range around ω. Therefore
we define the spectral intensity from states at energy E to
transitions having energy ≈ ω as

S(E , ω) =
∫ ω+σ

ω−σ

dω′ ∑
v,c,k

WvkWckwk|〈ck|r̂|vk〉|2δ(εcvk − ω′)

× [δ(εvk − E )
(EF − E ) + δ(εck − E )

×
(E − EF )]. (2)

Here, wk is the weight of a k point, EF is the Fermi energy, and
the Dirac-δ are for computational purposes replaced by Gaus-
sian functions. Besides these technicalities, S(E , ω) gives the
electron-energy resolution of the imaginary part of εM:

Im εM(ω) ≈
∫

dE S(E , ω). (3)

The normal-incidence absorbance of a two-dimensional
system can be written as [63]

A(ω) = ωL

c
Im εM(ω), (4)

where L is the extension of the supercell orthogonal to the
surface (here, 30 Å). For the SDRS, instead, we adopted
a three-regions approach [64], in order to include the bulk
response and to neglect the intraband component inside the
response of the slab systems. Within this approximation, the
differential reflectivity reads

SDRS(ω) = 4ωL

c
[A�ε′′ − B�ε′], (5)

A = ε′
bulk − 1

(1 − ε′
bulk )2 + (ε′′

bulk )2
, (6)

B = ε′′
bulk

(1 − ε′
bulk )2 + (ε′′

bulk )2
, (7)

�ε = εads − εclean, (8)
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FIG. 1. Top (left) and front (right) views of relaxed silicene
phases on Ag(111): (a) silicene (Si); (b) half-silicane (hSiH); (c) sil-
icane (SiH). The front view is reported also for fluorinated phases
(hSiF and SiF) in panels (b) and (c). Gray atoms: Ag; blue: H; green:
F. The Si atoms are colored with a yellow-to-orange scale, depending
on the height from the surface: the lower the atoms, the lighter the
color. The black line depicts the border of the supercell.

where A and B are two weighting functions, which account
for the response of bulk Ag, εbulk. For the calculation of
εbulk only, we included the contribution of intraband tran-
sitions by manually adding a Drude pole at hν = 8.90 eV
as obtained by the fitting of the experimental dielectric
function [65].

III. RESULTS

Geometry. We report in Fig. 1 the relaxed configurations
of the investigated phases on Ag(111), namely, silicene (Si),
half-silicane (hSiH), silicane (SiH), half-fluorosilicane (hSiF),
and fluorosilicane (SiF). Detailed geometrical parameters are
collected in Table I, reporting the buckling bSi of the Si
layer, the Si-Si average bond lengths dSi-Si, or the interlayer
spacings between the various species, �zX -Y . The geome-
tries of silicene and half-silicane are qualitatively in good
agreement with the reference ones available from literature
[24,47]. In visually comparing silicane to hSiH, intercalating
further H atoms at the interface allows for the relaxation of
Si atoms into a more regular arrangement, apparently less
coupled with the Ag surface. The geometry for fluorinated
phases is qualitatively similar to that of hydrogenated ones,
with an increased interlayer distance upon fluorination. In all
cases, the addition of H or F adatoms reduces the buckling
of the Si layer. The interlayer distances, at all coverages,
suggest a mixed chemical-physical adsorption character of

TABLE I. Geometric and energy details for the investigated
silicene phases grown on Ag(111). Energies E are reported in eV per
Si atom, interatomic distances �z or bond lengths d and buckling
bSi in Å. Xu/Xd label the H or F passivating atoms adsorbed on the
upper/lower face of the silicene sheet.

Si hSiH SiH hSiF SiF

Eads (eV/Si) −0.70 −0.95 −0.17 −1.03 −0.19
dSi-Si 2.32 2.36 2.34 2.36 2.35
�zSi-Ag 2.47 2.69 3.85 2.65 4.58
�zXu-Si 1.90 1.85 2.00 1.97
�zSi-Xd 1.86 1.97
�zXd-Ag 1.98 2.61
bSi 1.15 0.89 0.79 0.98 1.01

the interaction. However, the positive trend observed for
Si-Ag distances with increasing passivation already suggests
an increased decoupling of the two subsystems.

Concerning the energetics, we compute the adsorption en-
ergy per Si atom Eads/Si = (ESiXAg − ESiX − EAg)/NSi, where
ESiX is the total energy of the chosen coverage-dependent,
passivated phase of silicene, EAg that of the Ag slab, and
ESiXAg that of the full system. As reported in Table I, all
overlayers are favorably adsorbed onto the silver surface,
with half-coverage phases being the most stable ones. The
magnitude of binding energy, however, is sensibly smaller for
higher-coverage silicenes, independently from the chemical
species of the adatoms, which is a further indication of weaker
interactions at the interface.

Electronic properties. The electronic band structures of the
silicene phases investigated are collected in Fig. 2. The bands
are projected on the atomic orbitals and colored according
to the weight on the overlayer atoms (Si and possibly H/F).
For silicene and half-silicane, the results are in good agree-
ment with those already reported in literature [46,47]. For
silicene/Ag(111) the contribution of Si orbitals is spread in
energy at all points of the Brillouin zone, as expected from a
strongly interacting system and the literature [29]. Progres-
sively adding H or F, the projected bands indicate a larger
separation between overlayer and Ag states, hence a smaller
hybridization. This finding also facilitates the comparison
with FS cases, reported in Fig. S1 of the Supplemental Ma-
terial [66], especially for the fully hydrogenated/fluorinated
cases.

The corresponding density of states (DOS) of the sys-
tems are shown in Fig. 3. Again, for silicene and half-
silicene/Ag(111), these results are in good agreement with
those already available in literature [29,47]. Looking to the
DOS projected on Si orbitals, the phases with H/F at half
coverage appear like poorly conducting metals with reduced
DOS around the Fermi energy, while full-coverage phases
show semiconducting band gaps amounting to ≈2 eV in
silicane/Ag(111) and ≈0.5 eV in fluorosilicane. In all energy
ranges, the Ag states dominate the DOS especially below
−3 eV in correspondence to the Ag d band.

To visualize electron transfer occurring at the inter-
face, we calculate the change in the real-space electron
density of the full system with respect to that of the
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FIG. 2. Band structures (gray lines) for the silicene phases on Ag(111). The colored dots report, with a color scale from white-green to
red-blue [shown in panel (d)], the weight of the projections of the system’s wave functions onto the atomic orbitals (AO) of the respective
overlayer. In panel (d) the Brillouin zones of the different systems are drawn: the (1×1) Ag(111), dashed line; the (1×1) silicene, dotted line;
and the (2

√
3×2

√
3) supercell, solid lines; along with the high-symmetry points.

Ag(111) slab and of the peeled-off silicene phase, i.e.,
�n(r) = nSiXAg(r) − nAg(r) − nSiX (r). The result is collected
for all the systems in Fig. 4. Clearly the lobes of such
density rearrangements are mainly located between the Si
layer and the first Ag one. Especially the electron density
accumulation visible for Si, hSiH, and hSiF in panels (a),
(b), and (d), respectively, suggests the formation of bonds
between Si and Ag. These bonds are weakened in the fully
hydrogenated/fluorinated SiH/SiF phases [see panels (c)/(e)],
where still some migration of electron density from Si and Ag
layers to the center H/F atoms appears. We mention that, given
the positioning of charge displacements in between the atoms,
a partitioning over specific atoms may become misleading,
as discussed in the Supplemental Material [66] where a table
with Löwdin charges [67] is reported for completeness.

Optical properties. We investigate the optical excitations
by constructing first the absorption spectra; the results are
collected in Fig. 5 where we disentangle the contributions
from the different chemical species. Three interesting energy
ranges can be identified: a first one in the infrared, below 1 eV;

a second one in the visible range around 2.5–4.5 eV; and a
third one in the ultraviolet above 5 eV. A correct analysis in
the infrared range requires considering intraband transitions,
giving rise to Drude peaks in metals, and exceedingly dense
k-point meshes to correctly sample the Brillouin zone in the
overlayers [15]. As a consequence of band folding and broken
translational symmetry in the Ag(111) surface unit cell due to
interaction with the overlayer, a Drude-like peak is apparent
in our results [see especially the case of silicene in panel
(a)], even though our calculations do not consider intraband
transitions. This effect is considerably smaller for SiH and
SiF at full coverage, given the smaller interaction with the
substrate. In comparison, the third range is characterized by
a featureless spectrum, mainly due to Ag-related interband
transitions as evidenced by the projections on Ag atoms in
the same figure. The second range is the most interesting to
our purposes as it contains the most prominent features in the
spectra due to the overlayer: for silicene, half-silicane, and
half-fluorosilicane there is a main broad peak, with an onset at
3 eV. This feature overlaps with the onset of absorption from
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FIG. 3. DOS for the silicene phases on Ag(111) comparing the
total system (black line) with the projection onto the Si (red line)
and H/F (blue dashed line) atomic orbitals. The insets show a zoom
around Fermi energy.

Ag(111) occurring at about the same energy [see Fig. S2(b)
in the Supplemental Material [66] for results for the clean
slab].

FIG. 4. Perspective views of electron density redistributions due
to adsorption of the overlayer onto the surface, �n, for silicene
phases on Ag(111), for an isovalue of 0.001 e/Å3. Magenta/cyan
lobes indicate electron depletion/accumulation areas, respectively.
Yellow atoms: Si; gray: Ag; white: H; green: F. The gray lines track
the edges of each supercell.

The strong interaction at the interface seen in the band
structure analysis manifests itself by the mixture of Ag
contributions to Si-derived peaks, such as Si(valence)-
Ag(conduction), Ag-Si, and Ag-Ag transitions, whose
intensities are overwhelming. As the coverage increases, the
Si-related component within the spectra becomes sharper
and in closer resemblance to their FS counterpart (the
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FIG. 5. Top panels: optical absorption spectra for (a) Si, (b) hSiH, (c) SiH, (e) hSiF, and (f) SiF on Ag(111), showing the different valence
to conduction contributions. The transitions involving H or F atomic states are grouped under the label “Other”. Bottom panels: spectral
intensities S(E , ω) for the transition energies ω reported close to each plot and marked within the absorbance spectra by the corresponding
colors. For comparison, the DOS is shown with the gray area/lines. The features of the adsorbed systems are reported with solid lines, whereas
their projections on the silicene overlayers are shown with dashed lines.

latter reported in Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material
[66]), suggesting a weaker interaction at the interface. The
progressive decoupling of the overlayer from the surface
as H/F coverage increases emerges by analyzing Si-Si
components which become sharper and more intense with
increasing hydrogenation/fluorination (see Fig. S5 in the
Supplemental Material [66] for an easier comparison).

We further analyze the absorption spectra by identifying
the valence and conduction states contributing to absorption
at few specific energies. To do so, we evaluated the spectral
intensity function, as described in Eq. (1). The result is
reported in the right panels of Fig. 5 for transitions of interest
in the interval (ω − σ, ω + σ ) as marked in the left panels
with colored ranges, having chosen σ = 0.05 eV. The green
line is at the main peak in the absorption spectrum, whereas
red/blue lines are chosen at lower/higher energies, with values
depending on the system of investigation. We report the total
spectral intensity as well as the contribution by Si states only
[extracted by using the projections on the atomic orbitals of
the overlayers as the weights Wi in Eq. (2)]. In practice, the
curves are peaked at the energy of valence and conduction
states which have the highest transition dipole moments and
therefore contribute most to absorption. Since, to the best
of our knowledge, such an analysis has not been performed
for the passivated phases of silicene, we briefly discuss
the corresponding freestanding cases in the Supplemental
Material [66].

For silicene grown on Ag(111), as reported in Fig. 5(a),
the contribution of Si atoms is centered at ≈3.5 eV adding to
the main spectral feature. As shown by the green dashed line,
the electronic states involved in such transitions come from
states that, especially for the conduction band, lie away from
EF . Such main component resembles that of FS silicene, al-
though at little lower energy. When adsorbed on Ag(111), the
absorption spectrum of silicene loses its characteristic peak at
lower energies [≈1.65 eV in Fig. S2(a) of the Supplemental
Material [66]], originated from the excitation from/to the band
edges, as those states are participating in the formation of
new bonds with Ag atoms. If we now look to the low-energy
transitions of the Drude-like peak, both Si and Ag states
contribute, although with different intensities.

For both hSiH and hSiF on Ag(111), reported in Figs. 5(b)
and 5(d), respectively, the absorption spectra around 3.40 and
3.20 eV are a superposition of the transitions originated from
the edge of the d band of Ag and those from the states of
Si around the pseudo-band gap, where the projected DOS
is strongly reduced. Such behavior is in agreement with that
of the corresponding FS silicene phases, which are shown in
Figs. S2(c) and S2(d) of the Supplemental Material [66]. An
even better agreement between the optical spectrum of the FS
and of the adsorbed layers can be observed at other energies
(e.g., 2.75 and 2.55 eV, respectively), where the absorption
can be more easily disentangled through the spectral inten-
sity; this suggests already a weaker coupling at the interface
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FIG. 6. Simulated SDRS spectrum for (a) Si, (b) hSiH, (c) SiH,
(d) hSiF, and (e) SiF on Ag(111).

induced by the passivation of Si atoms. On the low-energy
side of the main peak a small shoulder appears that anticipates
a feature emerging for fully passivated systems discussed
next.

In the case of SiH and SiF on Ag(111), the spectra reported
in Figs. 5(c) and 5(e) show the formation of characteristic fea-
tures at ≈3.60 and 3.70 eV, respectively. The spectral inten-
sity for these systems well separates regions with negligible Si
weight and ones where the Si-Si contribution instead strongly

resembles the pristine spectra reported in Figs. S5(b), S5(e),
and S5(f) of the Supplemental Material [66]. This allows us
to easily interpret some spectral features by comparison to
FS ones. For example, the peak at ≈2.45 eV corresponds to
the one at the same energy in the FS originated by transitions
between band edges at  in the reciprocal space of SiH.
Similarly, the one at ≈2.90 eV corresponds to a Van Hove
singularity at the M points in the reciprocal space of FS SiF.
These features, at lower intensity, are already visible in the
corresponding half-coverage systems.

For all cases, we also report the analysis at energy larger
than the main peak (blue lines) typically showing the ad-
dition of Ag contributions having valence states at the up-
per edge of the d band, with Si states in a wide energy
range.

We finally investigate the systems by means of the changes
in the reflectivity through SDRS data, which is collected in
Fig. 6; as a reference, the reflectivity spectrum computed
using Fresnel’s equation with the bulk Ag response is reported
in Fig. S4 of the Supplemental Material [66]. The results for
silicene are in good agreement with the ones already reported
in literature [34], even though for a different silicene/Ag
phase, indicating a mild dependence of optical properties on
the detailed silicene structure previously pointed out [33]. All
SDRS spectra are characterized by large negative features
around 3 eV, broader for silicane and fluorosilicane; this
value corresponds, at least in our simulations, to the onset
of optical absorption of both the adsorbate and Ag surface
(more detail is given in the Supplemental Material [66]). For
silicane and fluorosilicane, this is the only observable feature,
which is characterized by a peak with a shoulder for SiH
and a double peak for SiF (discussed in the next paragraph).
Conversely, for lower adatom coverages, the reflectivity of the
slab differs from that of the clean surface also at higher and
lower energies.

We further address the SDRS by reporting separately the
two terms related to the imaginary and real parts of �ε

summing up to the spectrum as in Eq. (5). The two weighting
functions A, B we extracted are reported in the Supplemental
Material [66] (Fig. S4). For silicene, hSiH, and hSiF, the
SDRS spectrum is mainly characterized by an increased ab-
sorption (ε′′

ads > ε′′
clean) for energies below 3.2 eV, while for

higher energies the SDRS spectra are due to ε′
ads < ε′

clean.
For SiH and SiF, the total SDRS spectrum shows only a
broad negative feature between 3 and 4 eV; investigating its
components, as in the other cases, it is possible to observe
the effect of the increased absorption which is related to the
presence of an overlayer on top of the surface. For the fully
passivated silicenes, however, the intensity of the real term of
the dielectric function is more important.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the effects of passivating an epitaxi-
ally grown silicene monolayer on Ag(111) at different cover-
ages by first-principles approaches. As prototypes of chem-
ical functionalization, we considered adsorption of atomic
H or F, at 1:2 and 1:1 ratios compared with Si atoms. We
constructed the ground-state geometry of each system through
DFT calculations and extracted the band structure and DOS.
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We have investigated the fingerprints of the interaction at
the interface, such as the decomposition of the electronic
states onto the atomic orbitals of the silicene overlayers.
We have observed that the effect of the passivating H or
F adatoms is to weaken the coupling with the Ag surface,
as the projected electronic structure increasingly resembles
that of the corresponding FS case. In particular, this drives
the transition of the functionalized silicene from a metal to
a semiconductor, where the size of the band gap depends
on the chemical species of the adatom. We investigated
optical excitations and determined the dielectric function at
the independent-particle level. We propose an analysis that
allows one to reconnect spectral features with specific energy-
and wave-vector-resolved electronic properties. With respect
to the pristine silicene/Ag(111) case, the evolution of spec-
tral components highlights a weakening interaction at the
interface with increasing adatom coverage, as can be seen
by a sharpening of silicene-related features indicating their
increased localization on the overlayer. At full coverage, the
absorption spectra clearly presents an additional component,
at about 1 eV lower energy than the main peak. Our analysis
aimed at the intensities of the transition dipole elements for
the most characteristic transition energies. We have shown
that the aforementioned component is indeed peculiar to the

FS functionalized silicene, although with a different origin: in
FS silicane, it is a mild feature, originated from the valence-
band maximum to conduction-band minimum transition of FS
silicane. For fluorosilicane, it is instead a more pronounced
shoulder that is reminiscent of a Van Hove singularity in the
electronic structure of FS fluorosilicane. Looking for viable
experimental characterization techniques, we computed the
reflectivity, compared with that of the clean surface, as in the
SDRS technique. We have been able to show that the degree of
coverage can be effectively addressed as the different spectral
shapes can be observed. Even though the reflectivity changes
at ≈3 eV in all systems, its actual shape is different as silicene
is fully passivated; in which case the measurement of the com-
ponents of the dielectric function allows for discriminating the
coverage step.

Overall, we have addressed several differences which dis-
tinguish passivation by H atoms from F atoms, which are rem-
iniscent of the differences between free-standing monolayers.
Hydrogenation and fluorination are effective in altering the
properties of silicene/Ag(111) and in reducing the interaction
at the interface. However, because of the reactivity of Si
atoms, even the coupling with the passivating adatoms is
strong enough to disrupt the Dirac structure, peculiar to that
expected from the ideal freestanding silicene.
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I. LÖWDIN CHARGES

In Table I are reported the electronic charge differences obtained as differences of the

Löwdin partitioning between the adsorbed and clean/free-standing(FS) cases, namely ∆n =

ntot − nAg-clean − nSiX-FS. We remark that charge partitioning procedures may become mis-

leading in the case where charge rearrangements mostly occur in the regions between atoms:

as an example, for silicene both Si and Ag atoms are lowered in density in their immediate

proximity, that is gained by the intermediate region; nevertheless, our Löwdin analysis at-

tributes 0.41 e per unit cell more to Si. The case of silicane is even more significant in this

respect: here, H atoms of the bottom layer are located within the regions where density ac-

cumulates, hence, they are attributed 2.09 e per unit cell (0.3 e each), despite their role is to

weaken the interaction and the charge rearrangement in comparison to half-silicane. There-

fore, the table with Löwdin charges is provided for completeness only but is not discussed

further.

∗ a.ugolotti@campus.unimib.it
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on Ag(111) Si hSiH SiH hSiF SiF

∆nSiX 0.4 0.4 1.8 0.2 -0.2

∆nSi 0.4 0.2 -0.3 0.3 0.1

∆nXu - 0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.1

∆nXd
- - 2.1 - -0.2

Table I. Electronic number differences ∆n for the different systems, expressed in electrons per

cell, as obtained through Löwdin analysis for silicene (Si), half-silicane (hSiH), silicane (SiH), half-

fluoro-silicane (hSiF) and fluoro-silicane (SiF) on Ag(111). Xu/Xd labels the H or F passivating

atoms adsorbed on the upper/lower face of the silicene sheet.

II. FS ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

We report in Fig. S1 the reference band structure and density of states (DOS) for the

clean Ag(111) surface, within the 2
√

3 × 2
√

3R30◦ supercell, and the FS silicene and its

hydrogenated and fluorinated phases, in the
√

7 ×
√

7 lattice. The projection on H or F

atomic orbitals is shown as well. For half-silicane and half-fluoro-silicane we impose the

regular chair-like configurations, such as those obtained in the presence of the Ag slab that

are the focus of current investigation (keeping in mind that this may not be the more stable

arrangement of adatoms without the substrate). The qualitative behavior computed for FS

cases is very similar same, as a band gap of ≈ 2 eV can be observed, with the presence of

hybrid Si-H/Si-F states around Fermi energy. As the coverage increases, the position of such

states changes: for H adatoms the intraband states move far away from the valence band

maximum (VBM), whereas for F adatoms they participate to the VBM.
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Figure 1. Band structure and DOS for a) clean Ag(111), FS b) silicene, c) half-silicane, d) half-

fluoro-silicane, e) silicane and f) fluoro-silicane. All the plots refer to the 2
√

3× 2
√

3R30◦ (Ag) or
√

7×
√

7 (silicene) phase. The projection on H/F atomic orbitals is reported with red/blue lines.

III. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ISOLATED SYSTEMS

The absorbance spectra are collected in Fig. S2 for the isolated clean surface and FS

overlayers. The spectral intensity S(E,ω), see Eq. 2 in the main text, is reported as
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well; such a quantity is proportional to the magnitude of the excitation dipoles for selected

transition energies ω. It allows to interpret the origin within the electronic structure of the

features in the absorbance spectrum by comparing the peaks in S(E,ω) with the density of

states DOS(E).

Figure 2. Absorbance spectra of a) Ag (bulk and clean slab) and free standing b) silicene, c) half-

silicane, d) half-fluoro-silicane, e) silicane, f) fluoro-silicane. On the right side, the corresponding

weighted distribution of the spectral intensities S(E,ω) along the density of states is reported for

various transition energies ω. The DOS is each system is shown at the bottom as gray areas. The

dashed lines represent the spin minority carriers in the spin-dependent calculations. All the plots

refer to the
√

7×
√

7/2
√

3× 2
√

3R30◦ Ag(111) or silicene (and functionalized silicene) phases.

The features in the absorption spectrum can be correlated to the electronic structure via

the joint bands; for FS silicene, for example, the peak at 1.65 eV in the former is explained

in Ref. [C] to be the result of a Van Hove singularity, namely a saddle point along the surface

of the joint bands. To try addressing systematically such features, we defined a k-resolved

spectral intensity S(k, ω), which expresses the sum of the transition dipole moment, at every

k-point, on all valence-conduction pairs the energy of which is close enough to contribute to

the selected transition ω. Its expression reads:

S(k, ω) =

ω+σ∫
ω−σ

dω′
∑
vk,ck

WvkWck| 〈ck|r̂|vk〉|2δ(εcvk − ω′) (1)
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where εcvk = εck − εvk and σ is a broadening parameter (here σ=0.05 eV).

The pattern in the k-resolved spectral intensity should reflect the shape of the three-

dimensional joint bands when intersecting with the plane at fixed energy ω. Therefore,

a saddle point in the joint bands should form a cross-like shape and a minimum or max-

imum point should result in a circular pattern. The results of this approach for the FS

silicene phases and clean Ag surface are reported in Fig. S3. We focus first on FS silicene

as a verification of our approach; there, the aforementioned 1.65 eV peak can be indeed

attributed to a Van Hove singularity at the high-symmetry M points in the reciprocal space.

The apparent loss of symmetry and equivalence of the M points observed here is the result of

the polarization of the perturbation along a specific axis, here x. For passivated phases of FS

silicene, the absorption peaks are not related to high-symmetry points only. For example, in

half-silicane and fluoro-half-silicane, the k-resolved spectral intensity for the higher-energy

peaks, ≈ 4.30 and ≈ 3.25 eV respectively, does not show any pattern we could identify,

suggesting us that the transitions take place from broader regions of the reciprocal space,

with lower intensities. For clean Ag, the transitions are related to electronic excitations at

the Γ point involving the edge of the d band.

Figure 3. K-resolved spectral intensities, for different transition energies, of FS silicene (a), clean

Ag(111) (b), FS half-silicane (c), FS silicane (d), FS half-fluoro-silicane (e) and FS fluoro-silicane

(f).

In Fig. S4 we report the reflectivity spectrum of bulk Ag, calculated using Fresnel’s

laws through the dielectric function, as the reference for the differential spectroscopy. On

passing, we notice that the theoretical results available from literature for silicene/Ag(111),

for example in Refs. [A,E], are based on the LDA functional. Our PBE results improve upon

such approximation; indeed, we obtain a better representation of the shape of the dip in
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the spectra at around 3 eV, although such drop of reflectivity is red-shifted from the correct

position. Such result is expected as both LDA and PBE neglect higher-order correlation

effects between electrons, as discussed in Ref. [D].

Figure 4. Left panel: comparison between the experimental reflectivity of bulk Ag (dotted red line)

and the one calculated (through Fresnel’s equations) with different levels of DFT approximations:

LDA (dotted blue line) or PBE (this work, black line). Right panel: plot of the auxiliary functions

F1,2 calculated from the bulk response function.

IV. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SILICENE PHASES ADSORBED ON AG(111)

In Fig. S5 we report the comparison of coverage-dependent components, namely the Si-

to-Si and Ag-to-Ag ones, along with total of the absorbance of silicene phases/Ag(111). The

data is taken from Fig. 5 of the main text, but here is represented so as to compare a given

contribution across the different phases.
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Figure 5. Components of the absorption spectra of silicene (Si, black line), half-silicane (hSiH, dot-

dashed blue line), silicane (SiH, orange line), half-fluoro-silicane (hSiF) and fluoro-silicane (SiF)

adsorbed on Ag(111). The spectra of FS silicene or clean slab are reported as gray areas.
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